
Stewards Notes  An out of competition swab sample was taken from MENZIES (R7). 

Stewards 
Veterinary Surgeon 

D Jonas, M Fernholz, R Dalton, J Carey, S Volbrecht 
Dr C Doyle 

     

   

-OAKVALE MAGIC was examined by the on course Veterinary Surgeon prior to the race due to an incident behind the starting boxes before 
loading and was declared fit to race. 
-A swab sample was taken from the winner SPRING TO IT. 
-OAKVALE MAGIC and MAXIMUM MAGIC were slow to begin. Shortly after the start KLAIN CHASER moved out checking DESTINI 
CHEROKEE. On the first turn OAKVALE MAGIC checked around the heels of PRETORIA SON taking DESTINI CHEROKEE and 
MAXIMUM MAGIC wide. On the turn into the back straight MAXIMUM MAGIC moved down checking DESTINI CHEROKEE. 
-OAKVALE MAGIC was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED. 
                

     

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner LEKTRA LUCY. 
Approaching the first turn OCTANE THIEF, WINNIPEG JECK and APOLLO DAWN moved down causing LOSE YOUR BLUES to race in 
restricted room resulting in it being checked out of the contest. VICTA ROZ weakened noticeably in the concluding stages. 
-VICTA ROZ was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED. 
                

     

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner BOMBASTIC TIM. 
FLOWN AWAY, TARWYN PARK and PHIL DE THUNDER were all slow to begin and OUR BRO PEDRO stumbled out of the boxes. 
Shortly after the start TARWYN PARK moved out checking PHIL DE THUNDER. On the first turn PHIL DE THUNDER checked around the 
heels of FLOWN AWAY. On the turn off the back straight FLOWN AWAY moved out checking TARWYN PARK and then PHIL DE 
THUNDER ran onto the heels of and dragged down TARWYN PARK. 
                

    

   

-A swab sample was taken from the winner DYNA LENAE. 
-Shortly after the start MENZALI moved out checking NITRO KIST, then moved out again checking MAX SHAKE. Approaching the turn off 
the back straight SYMPHONY and SPEED AXLE came together and bumped. On the turn into the home straight BILLY FIX IT bumped 
FAB JESSIE. 
                

     

   

-On the first turn PEE DEE made contact with the running rail and ROMAN’S LEGEND ran wide. Along the back straight ROMAN’S 
LEGEND ran wide. 
-PEE DEE was vetted after the race with NO INJURY DETECTED. 
                

     

 

  

-Along the home straight HESA JAYCLO checked around the heels of JIMMY MCBAIN. 
                

     

   

-On the first turn JUST RUBY checked around CHADDY WACKER then moved out checking DESTINI ROCKET causing LEGIT BOSS and 
DESTINI ROCKET to run wide. 
 
 
 



 
                

     

   

-BERA NA LIVA began slowly. There were no further racing incidents to report. 
                

     

   

-There were no racing incidents to report. 
                

     

   

-WHO SAID THAT was slow to begin. Shortly after the start PIERCE BALE moved out checking FINE CHAMPAN. On the turn out of the 
home straight PIERCE BALE raced wide. 
 

INJURIES NIL   

HUMANELY 
EUTHANISED 

NIL   

FATALITIES  NIL   

SWABS SPRING TO IT (R1) 
LEKTRA LUCY (R2) 

BOMBASTIC TIM (R3) 
DYNA LENAE (R4) 

 

SUSPENSIONS NIL   

FINES ISSUED NIL   

TRIAL RESULTS NIL   
 


